
 

 

 
NAME/PROJECT: 
Isabelle Originals & Ivy Threads 
Downtown partnerships & direct marketing growth strategies 
 
HOW WE DID IT: 
I originally started with a mailing list of customers, which then grew into a weekly “Fabulous Friday” 
EMAIL & a smaller “Fabulous Friday” text messaging. 
  
Hearing excitement directly from my customers.  That told  me that the emails were working, and that 
they loved the added touch of my personal update on other local businesses. 
  

1. HOW WE GOT THE IDEA  
Advertising is essential & costly & email is FREE!  I also appreciate that people do not want “junk 
mail”, the email recipients are given the option to “OPT OUT” whenever they choose. There’s no paper 
involved & an email is easily deleted after it is read. 
 
Another reason I feel this works is because time is of the essence, customers can “Read & React” (either 
by deleting and moving on to the next thing in their life or they can react by shopping in this case). 
 

2. OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE: 
Keeping the email short & exciting, while promoting both my business & other local shops & studios. 
 

3. HOW WE OVERCAME IT: 
I created an email that was short & sweet & to the point! 
 

4. ADVICE TO OTHERS 
“A business is not a business without a customer!” 
“Stay  progressive and appreciate each customer.” 
 

5. WHAT DO OTHER PEOPLE SAY ABOUT YOU?  
Robin at Isabelle Originals and Ivy Threads has been a huge part of the success that 
Sassy's Boutique has enjoyed since my purchase of the store in February of 2008.  She 
is truly a team player on the street and goes above and beyond what she would actually 
have to do to help get the word out to her customers about other stores on Main.    I 
believe that her weekly emails encouraging her customers to shop all of the Dysart 
Main Street businesses is instrumental the continued success that Main Street Dysart 
is showing. --  Wanda Petersen of Sassy’s Boutique-a main street business in Dysart  


